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ABSTRACT: Dynamic DNA-based circuits represent versa-
tile systems to perform complex computing operations at the
molecular level. However, the majority of DNA circuits relies
on freely diffusing reactants, which slows down their rate of
operation substantially. Here we introduce the use of DNA-
functionalized benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA) supra-
molecular polymers as dynamic scaffolds to template DNA-
based molecular computing. By selectively recruiting DNA
circuit components to a supramolecular BTA polymer
functionalized with 10-nucleotide handle strands, the kinetics
of strand displacement and strand exchange reactions were
accelerated 100-fold. In addition, strand exchange reactions
were also favored thermodynamically by bivalent interactions
between the reaction product and the supramolecular polymer. The noncovalent assembly of the supramolecular polymers
enabled straightforward optimization of the polymer composition to best suit various applications. The ability of supramolecular
BTA polymers to increase the efficiency of DNA-based computing was demonstrated for three well-known and practically
important DNA-computing operations: multi-input AND gates, Catalytic Hairpin Assembly and Hybridization Chain
Reactions. This work thus establishes supramolecular BTA polymers as an efficient platform for DNA-based molecular
operations, paving the way for the construction of autonomous bionanomolecular systems that confine and combine molecular
sensing, computation, and actuation.

■ INTRODUCTION
In the past decade the detailed understanding of the kinetics and
thermodynamics of oligonucleotide hybridization has led to the
widespread implementation of DNA as amolecular construction
material and information carrier.1 Especially, the ability to
design mechanistically identical, but orthogonal, modules solely
based on the complementarity of oligonucleotide sequences
allows the construction of (1) autonomous systems that emulate
life-like feature such as oscillations2 and traveling waves,3 (2)
molecular robots,4,5 walkers6−8 and machines,9,10 and (3)
networks inspired by traditional silicon-based circuits that
perform binary operations and calculations at the molecular
level.11−16 Thus, far, the vast majority of DNA-circuits and
networks are based on the interaction between freely diffusing
oligonucleotide reactants. In order to avoid background and
nonintended side reactions, DNA-based molecular circuits
typically employ low nanomolar concentrations of individual
reactants. As the reaction rates and thus the computing time are
proportional to the absolute concentration of the reactants,
these circuits operate slowly and can take many hours to days to
complete calculations, hampering their translation into practical
applications.
To decouple reaction rates from the absolute reactant

concentration, nature uses molecular templates such as the

cytoskeleton, cellular membranes, and hub-proteins to recruit
network components, thereby increasing their effective
concentration without increasing the total amount of mole-
cules.17−19 This principle of colocalizing reactants to enhance
their association kinetics has also been employed in oligonucleo-
tide-based systems using DNA-walkers immobilized on micro-
particles,8,20 membranes,21,22 and DNA origami scaffolded
oligonucleotide circuits and logic operations.23−29 Particularly,
DNA origami provides the unique advantage of immobilizing
oligonucleotide reactants at a predefined position on the scaffold
with high precision, introducing spatial constrains in addition to
chemical specificity as a means of orthogonality. However,
immobilizing oligonucleotide reactants on a DNA origami
scaffold requires careful positioning of the circuit components to
facilitate efficient interaction between reactants. Additionally,
circuits immobilized on static scaffolds are sensitive to assembly
defects as non- or mis-incorporated reactants will terminate the
propagation of the signal along the scaffold.27,30,31 Because the
probability of assembly defects increases with the circuit’s
complexity, the scalability of immobilized circuits therefore
remains challenging. Other efforts to increase the kinetics of
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DNA strand displacement include the use of RecA as a protein-
based catalyst and the use of cationic copolymers, which are
postulated to enhance kinetics by stabilizing toehold complex
formation.32−34

The potential of supramolecular polymers as dynamic,
adaptable, and modular platforms for molecular signal
processing has been widely recognized.35−37 Here we introduce
one-dimensional supramolecular polymers of benzene-1,3,5-
tricarboxamide (BTA) as a generic, modular, and easy to
implement platform to recruit and colocalize DNA-circuit
reactants. We recently reported that BTA derivatives function-
alized with 10 nucleotide long receptor strands (BTA-DNA)
form remarkably stable, micrometer-long supramolecular
polymers that allow efficient recruitment of DNA-functionalized

proteins, promoting protein−protein complex formation 1000-
fold by increasing their effective local concentration.38 The
supramolecular nature allows this polymer platform to
dynamically adapt and remodel its nanoscopic composition,
which avoids the need for tailor-made scaffold designs. First, we
establish the effect of this supramolecular polymer scaffold on
the kinetics and thermodynamics of two fundamental processes
in DNA-computing, toehold-mediated strand displacement and
strand exchange reactions. Next, the ability of supramolecular
BTA scaffolds to accelerate three well-known and practically
important DNA-computing operations is explored: multiple
input AND gates, catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA), and the
hybridization chain reaction (HCR). The BTA-templated HCR
is also monitored using super resolution fluorescence micros-

Figure 1. Principle of accelerating DNA circuits by a supramolecular polymer template. (a) Chemical structure of the inert and DNA-handle
functionalized BTA monomers. (b) Supramolecular polymers decorated with DNA-handles are obtained by mixing desired ratios of inert BTA and
BTA-DNA. (c) Mechanism of a strand exchange reaction using freely diffusing oligonucleotide reactants. (d) Principle of a BTA polymer templated
strand exchange reaction. As the oligonucleotide reactants are elongated with an antihandle sequence they are recruited to the supramolecular polymer.
This results in an increase in effective concentration and consequently increases the association kinetics of toehold binding. Additionally, as the final
product is multivalently anchored to the supramolecular polymer, the product is stabilized, resulting in increased operation yields. (e) Kinetic
characterization and fits of diffusive strand displacement (n = 0) with toeholds of 4, 3, and 2 nucleotides, yielding k(4,0),D = 1.54× 10−5 nM−1 s−1, k(3,0),D
= 5.36× 10−7 nM−1 s−1 and k(2,0),D = 1.88× 10−7 nM−1 s−1. (f) The same strand displacement reactions templated on the BTA polymer, yielding k(4,0),T
= 2.20 × 10−4 nM−1 s−1, k(3,0),T = 6.26 × 10−5 nM−1 s−1 and k(2,0),T = 2.58 × 10−5 nM−1 s−1. (g) Kinetic characterization of diffusive strand exchange
reactions with toeholds of identical lengths of 4, 3, and 2 nucleotides. (h) The same strand exchange reactions templated on the BTA polymer.
Modifications of the base and output with a quencher and fluorophore, respectively allows the monitoring of the reaction by fluorescence. Experiments
were performed in triplicate with 500 nM BTA-DNA, 4.5 μM inert BTA, 20 nM complex X and 5, 10, and 20 nM input in TAE/Mg2+ supplemented
with 1 mg mL−1 BSA at 25 °C.
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copy, allowing direct visualization of the BTA-templated HCR
reaction product.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Supramolecular Polymer Design. Figure 1a shows the
structures of the benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA) deriva-
tives used in this study. The self-assembly of BTA into
micrometer-long polymers is governed by intermolecular 3-
fold hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions of the
BTA core. The three amphiphilic dodecyl-PEG4 side-arms
shield the hydrogen bonds from water while facilitating water
solubility of the assembled polymer.39 The dynamic properties
of the BTA polymers have been extensively studied by ensemble
FRET measurements, super-resolution microscopy and hydro-
gen−deuterium exchange experiments, revealing dynamic
exchange of BTA monomers at the hour time scale.40,41 To
recruit DNA-circuit reactants to the supramolecular polymer, a
monomer functionalized with a 10 nucleotide long handle-
oligonucleotide (BTA-DNA, 5′-GTAACGACTCalkyne-3′) on
one of its three arms was synthesized via a copper catalyzed
cycloaddition reaction. Stable supramolecular polymers deco-
rated with a range of handle-strand densities could be readily
obtained by premixing different ratios of DNA-functionalized
and inert BTAmonomers (Figure 1b).38 Our previous work also
showed that the 10 nucleotide handle provides sufficient
recruitment of complementary sequences at low nM concen-
trations, while also allowing rapid migration of the comple-
mentary antihandles via reversible association and dissocia-
tion.38

BTA-Templated Strand Displacement Reactions. Toe-
hold mediated strand displacement and strand exchange
reactions are fundamental reactions in DNA-based molecular
computing (Figure 1c). In these reactions, an input DNA strand

binds with toeholdm to a single-stranded overhang on a double
stranded substrate complex X and subsequently invades the
duplex via branch migration to displace the output oligonucleo-
tide. When the input fully invades the double stranded substrate
(i.e., toehold n = 0, hereinafter termed Strand Displacement), the
reaction is effectively irreversible and reaches quantitative
conversion. When complex X contains base pairs that are not
invaded by the input (i.e., toehold n > 0, hereinafter termed
Strand Exchange), these base pairs have to spontaneously
dissociate to release the output from the base strand, resulting in
the activation of toehold n′ on complex Y. Consequently, the
reversed reaction can take place where the output rebinds with
toehold n to complex Y and displaces the input from the base
strand. As a result, complex X and complex Y coexist in an
equilibrium that is dependent on the relative binding affinities of
the two toeholds.
In order to recruit the DNA strand exchange reactions to the

supramolecular polymer, the base strand of complex X was
elongated at its 5′-end with a T5 linker and a 10 nucleotide
antihandle sequence (x) complementary to the handle
oligonucleotide (x′) on the BTA-DNA monomer. Similarly,
the input strand was also functionalized with a 5′ antihandle
sequence (Figure 1d). Tomonitor the strand exchange reactions
in real-time, the output strand was modified with a 5′
fluorophore while the base strand of complex X was modified
with a quencher. Hence, when displaced from the base strand
the output generates a stoichiometric increase in fluorescence
intensity. All reactions were done using a 10% BTA-DNA to
BTA ratio, as this density was shown in our previous work to
provide a high effective concentration of the recruited proteins,
while avoiding steric hindrance at higher BTA-DNA densities.38

Figure 1e,f shows fluorescence kinetics experiments of diffusive
(i.e., nontemplated) and BTA-templated strand displacement

Figure 2. BTA polymer templated multi-input AND gates. (a) Mechanism of a templated four-input AND gate, based on sequential strand
displacement reactions. All input strands are elongated with a 10 nucleotide antihandle that is complementary to the handle strands on the BTA
polymer, facilitating their recruitment to the supramolecular platform. (b−d) Schematic representation and DNA-based implementation of a two-,
three-, and four-input AND gate, respectively. (e−g) Kinetic characterization of two-, three-, and four-input AND gates, respectively, at varying BTA
concentrations containing 10% BTA-DNA. The negative slopes observed for the three- and four-input AND gates in the absence of BTA are probably
due to bleaching of background fluorescence. (h) Response of the four-input AND gate to different combinations of input oligonucleotides. Shaded
areas and error bars represent SEM of duplicate measurements. Experiments were performed with 10 nM Gate and 5 nM of each input in TAE/Mg2+

supplemented with 1 mg mL−1 BSA at 25 °C.
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reactions with 20 nM complex X and 5, 10, and 20 nM input and
m = 4, 3, or 2 nucleotides, respectively. When the strand
displacement reaction relies on freely diffusing reactants, the
displacement kinetics display a strong dependency on the length
of toehold m. In accordance with earlier work, diffusive strand
displacement was found to be very slow for 2 and 3 nucleotide
toeholds at low nM concentrations (Figure S2).42 However, the
same reaction was strongly accelerated in the presence of the
BTA polymer template. Fitting of the experimentally obtained
kinetic data using Visual DSD (Dynamic Strand Displacement)
yielded a rate enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude for the 2 and 3
nucleotide toehold, whereas the rate enhancement with a
toehold of 4 nucleotides was ∼14-fold.43 The 100-fold increase
in rate constant is consistent with the increased effective
concentration of the DNA-strands on the BTA polymer, which
can be estimated to be in the low μM range.38 The smaller, 14-
fold enhancement observed for the 4 nucleotide toehold
suggests that in this case the rate of the templated displacement
reaction may have become partially limited by the initial binding
of the DNA components to the supramolecular scaffold and/or
the dynamics of strand reorganization along the supramolecular
polymer.
Subsequently, fluorescence kinetics experiments were per-

formed with strand exchange reactions that harbor toeholds of
identical lengths (i.e., (m,n) = (4,4), (3,3) and (2,2), Figure
1g,h). Similar to strand displacement reactions, strand exchange
is slow when relying on diffusive reactants at low nanomolar
concentrations, but strongly accelerated when templated on the
supramolecular BTA polymer (Figure S3). At least for (m,n) =
(4,4), the strand exchange reaction reaches equilibrium both in
the absence and presence of template, allowing assessment of the
thermodynamic stabilization offered by the BTA polymer. Even
though the length and GC content of toehold m and n are
similar, the equilibrium of the diffusive strand exchange reaction
is biased toward the initial state, showing formation of only 2 nM
output upon reaction of 10 nM input with 20 nM complex X.
This bias is probably due to a stabilizing effect of the
fluorophore-quencher pair on toehold n.44 In contrast, when
templated, the same reaction yields 8 nMoutput strand, showing
that the supramolecular BTA polymer stabilizes the formed
product due to multivalent interactions with the polymer
template.
Multi-input ANDGates. Because of their sequential nature,

multi-input AND gates based on cascaded strand exchange
reactions are notoriously slow, making AND gates beyond 2-
inputs very inefficient. To challenge the effectiveness of
supramolecular templating, we implemented our BTA polymer
scaffold to promote two-, three-, and four-input AND gates
(Figure 2). Here, input A (IA) binds to a toehold (a′) on the gate
and displaces a blocking strand (S-b), hereby activating the
downstream toehold (b′) on the gate. Subsequently, input B
(IB) is able to bind to this toehold and displace the second
blocking strand from the gate. For a two-input AND gate, this
second blocking strand is modified with a quencher to quench a
fluorophore present on the base strand of the gate (Figure 2b).
For a three- and four-input AND gate this process is extended
with one or two additional strand exchange reactions (Figure
2c,d). Hence, only when all input oligonucleotides are present
the cascade is completed and the quencher is displaced from the
fluorophore. In order to template the multi-input AND gates on
the supramolecular BTA polymer, the input strands were
elongated on their 5′ ends with the 10 nucleotide antihandle
sequence (x) complementary to the handle oligonucleotide (x′)

on the supramolecular polymer. Consequently, the first strand
exchange reaction results in anchoring of the gate to the
supramolecular polymer platform. Figure 2e−g shows the
activation of the two-, three-, and four-input AND gate in time
in the presence of varying amounts of supramolecular polymer
containing 10% BTA-DNA. In absence of the polymer platform,
only the two-input AND gate shows a slow increase in
fluorescence output, whereas the three- and four-input AND
gates show no detectable fluorescence increase at all over the 2 h
incubation time. In contrast, all the AND gates are efficiently
executed when templated on the BTA polymer. Following a
short lag phase of 5−10 min, fluorescence rapidly increased for
both the three- and four-input AND gates. This remarkable
efficiency can be explained by the 100-fold rate increase for each
DNA exchange reaction and the additional thermodynamic
stabilization of the reaction product by multivalent interactions
with the BTA polymer. The similar kinetic profiles suggest that
the first strand exchange reaction, which is not templated by the
BTA polymer but results in anchoring of the gate to the
supramolecular polymer, has a large effect on the overall kinetics
of these AND gates.
For a templated reaction, the kinetics and yield of the reaction

are expected to depend on the amount of supramolecular
scaffold. This is indeed what is observed, as there is a strong
correlation for all three AND gates between the amount of
output generated and the amount of polymer template, for BTA
concentrations up to 5 μM (Figure S4). Whereas increasing the
BTA concentration beyond 10 μM does not further increase the
reaction yield, the kinetics of the reaction are affected. This effect
is most clearly apparent for the three- and four-input AND gates,
where increasing the BTA concentration increases the lag phase.
As the downstream strand exchange reactions require the
alignment of the downstream inputs via their migration along
the polymer backbone, the strands have to migrate over a longer
distance to allow toehold association which slows down the
downstream strand exchange reactions. Consequently, the
overall optimum in BTA polymer concentration can be
qualitatively explained by a trade-off between a sufficiently
large polymer surface to accommodate all AND-gate products,
and the inversely correlated effective concentration of the input
strands anchored to the supramolecular polymer. A similar
optimum in BTA concentration was previously observed when
studying the BTA polymer templated assembly of an enzyme−
inhibitor pair.38

Though increasing the effective concentration of input
oligonucleotides dramatically increases the efficiency of multiple
input AND gates, this enhanced local concentration could also
result in background activation of the AND gates. We therefore
tested the robustness of the BTA-templated four-input AND
gate by systematically omitting one of the input oligonucleo-
tides. Even though the branch migration domains of all inputs
are identical, no or only minimal background activation was
observed when a single input is omitted (Figure 2h). Taken
together, these results show that the efficiency of multiple-input
AND gates can be enhanced over many orders of magnitude by
simply templating them on the supramolecular BTA polymers,
without a need for sequence optimization to suppress back-
ground activation.

Catalytic Hairpin Assembly. First reported by Yin et al.,
Catalytic Hairpin Assembly (CHA) is an enzyme-free,
isothermal amplification strategy based on the catalytic
formation of a duplex from two metastable hairpin structures,
initiated by a single-stranded catalyst oligonucleotide.45,46 As
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CHA is based on the interaction between freely diffusing
substrate hairpins, we envisioned that colocalizing the reactants
on our supramolecular polymer platform could significantly
increase the rate of CHA. InCHA, the catalyst binds to toehold a
on the initial hairpin (H1), resulting in opening of the hairpin via
branch migration and activation of toeholds b′ and c′ on H1.
Toehold c′ on the opened H1 allows the second hairpin (H2) to
bind, followed by invasion of the H1:catalyst duplex by H2,
resulting in the formation of an unstable ternary complex. When
the catalyst dissociates from the ternary complex, the catalyst
can bind to a new H1 and initiate another catalytic cycle. The
progress of the CHA reaction can be monitored using a reporter
duplex that is activated by binding to toehold b′ on the H1:H2
duplex product. In order to template the CHA reaction on the
supramolecular BTA polymer, all oligonucleotide reactants were
elongated with the antihandle sequence at their 5′ ends (Figure
3a). First, the performance of the CHA with 20 nMH1, 100 nM
H2, and 20 nM Rep was evaluated at different concentrations of
catalyst in the presence of 5 μM BTA polymer, containing 10%
BTA-DNA. Figure 3b shows that recruiting the metastable
hairpins on the supramolecular polymer does not introduce
spurious side-reactions as no background increase in fluo-
rescence is observed in absence of catalyst. Next, the addition of
catalytic concentrations of catalyst results in a rapid increase in
fluorescence intensity which is correlated to the catalyst
concentration. Importantly, even with a catalyst concentration
as low as 0.5 nM, half of the substrate H1 is activated within 2 h,
representing a turnover of ∼10 h−1 under these experimental
conditions. This result shows that the catalyst can still dissociate
from the intermediate ternary complex, even though this
complex is stabilized by the supramolecular polymer.
Next, the dependence of the CHA reaction on the amount of

BTA polymer was evaluated by monitoring the reaction using 1

nM catalyst and maintaining 10% BTA-DNA (Figure 3c). In the
absence of supramolecular polymer, CHA is inefficient as only a
gradual increase in fluorescence in time is observed. After an
initial lag phase, CHA is up to an order of magnitude faster when
templated by the BTA polymer. At low BTA concentrations, the
templated CHA is clearly correlated to the total amount of BTA.
In contrast to recruitment of the multi-input AND gates, the
speed of the CHA does not decrease at high BTA
concentrations, suggesting that the dissociation of the catalyst
from the ternary complex is rate limiting, rather than the
association kinetics between H1 and H2. Interestingly, a minor
increase in CHA activation is also observed for a control reaction
that contains 5 μM inert BTA polymer and 500 nM
nonconjugated handle. This is most likely caused by weak,
alternative conformations of the c′ domain of the catalyst when
the antihandle is not hybridized to the complementary handle
oligonucleotide, hampering the CHA in absence of the handle
(Figure S5). Though the presence of this alternative
conformation was not intended, this could provide an
interesting strategy to further reduce background activation of
the CHA. Finally, the performance of the CHA was monitored
in the presence of different concentrations of BTA polymer,
while ensuring a constant total concentration of BTA-DNA,
yielding polymers with different handle densities (500 nM BTA-
DNA, 0.166−9.5 μM inert BTA). Figure S6 shows that the
performance of the CHA reaction is optimal using 5−10% BTA-
DNA. The decrease observed at higher BTA-DNA to BTA ratios
could be due to steric hindrance and/or a decrease in total
polymer surface area.

Hybridization Chain Reaction. The Hybridization Chain
Reaction (HCR), first introduced by Pierce and co-workers, is a
widely established amplification strategy used in molecular
diagnostics and imaging of nucleic acids.47−50 HCR is based on

Figure 3. Supramolecular polymer templated Catalytic Hairpin Assembly (CHA). (a) Mechanism of a BTA templated CHA, based on the catalytic
formation of a duplex from two metastable hairpins (H1 and H2). Opening of H1 by the catalyst results in activation of toeholds b′ and c′,
consequently allowing H2 to bind and invade the H1:catalyst duplex. The catalyst is spontaneously released from the unstable ternary H1:catalyst:H2
complex to complete the catalytic cycle. The CHA is monitored in real time by measuring the fluorescence intensity of a reporter duplex that is
displaced by the opened H1. To template the CHA on the BTA polymer, all oligonucleotide reactants are elongated with a handle sequence at their 5′
ends. (b) Kinetic characterization of the CHA templated on the BTA polymer (5 μM, 10% BTA-DNA) initiated by different concentrations of catalyst.
The negative slope observed in the absence of catalyst, is probably due to bleaching of background fluorescence. (c) Kinetic characterization of the
CHA templated on various BTA concentrations containing 10% BTA-DNA directly after adding 1 nM catalyst. Shaded areas represent SEM of
duplicate measurements. Experiments were performed with 20 nM H1, 100 nM H2, and 20 nM Rep in TNaK buffer supplemented with 1 mg mL−1

BSA at 37 °C.
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the alternated assembly of two metastable hairpins, triggered by
a single stranded input. First, an input oligonucleotide (input)

binds to toehold a′ on the first hairpin (H1) and subsequently
opens the stem of the hairpin, hereby activating toehold b′.

Figure 4. Supramolecular polymer templatedHybridizationChain Reaction (HCR). (a)Mechanism of BTA-templatedHCR, based on the alternating
assembly of twometastable hairpins (H1 andH2). H1 is anchored to the BTA polymer by extending its 5′-end with an antihandle sequence. The input
binds to toehold a′ on H1 and opens the hairpin via branch migration, resulting in activation of toehold b′. H2 subsequently binds to the activated
toehold b′ and is invaded by H1. This results in the activation of toehold a′, which allows a new H1 to bind, resulting in a chain reaction of assembling
alternating hairpins. The HCR is monitored by measuring FRET between a donor (Cy3) in H1 and an acceptor (Cy5) on H2. (b) HCR kinetics
templated on various BTA concentrations containing 10% BTA-DNA directly after adding 10 nM input. (c) HCR kinetics templated on the BTA
polymer (5 μM, 10% BTA-DNA) using different input concentrations. Shaded areas represent SEM of duplicate measurements. (d) Cy3 TIRF
imaging of decorated BTA polymers immobilized on glass coverslips. The Cy3 labeled H1 is used to image the supramolecular polymer backbone. (e)
Super-resolution imaging using STORM of the HCR product templated on the supramolecular polymer. As H2 is only recruited to the polymer when
incorporated in theHCR product, H2 is used to represent theHCR product. (f) Traced BTA polymer backbone from the boxed cluster in (e), initiated
by 1 nM input. (g) Histogram representing number of Cy5 localizations along the traced polymer backbone (Binsize = 50 nm). (h,i) Similar as panels f
and g but for the boxed cluster shown in panel e, initiated by 5 nM input. (j) Average count of localizations per μm fiber as a function of input
concentration. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Next, the second hairpin (H2) binds to b′ and is opened via
branch migration to activate toehold a. Consequently, a new H1
can bind, resulting in the linear growth of an assembly of
alternating hairpins. As the formed oligomer is connected to the
initiator, which is typically the analyte, HCR has proven to be
particularly useful for signal amplification in imaging of single
nucleic acid molecules.51,52 However, readout is time-consum-
ing, especially when the HCR hairpins are kept at low nM
concentration.
In order to template the HCR on the supramolecular BTA

polymer scaffold, the sequence of H1 as reported by Pierce and
co-workers was elongated with the 10 nucleotide antihandle
sequence.47 Consequently, the opening of H1 by the growing
assembly is templated by the supramolecular polymer, which
should increase the overall kinetics. In order to monitor the
HCR in real-time, H1 was internally modified with a Cy3
fluorophore and H2 was modified with a Cy5 at its 5′ end,
resulting in an increase in FRET from Cy3 to Cy5 upon
assembly of the oligomer (Figure 4a). Additionally, H2 freely
diffuses in solution and is only recruited to the BTA polymer via
the growing assembly, allowing formation of the HCR-product
to be visualized using fluorescence microscopy. First, the
influence of the concentration of the supramolecular polymer
on the performance of the templated HCR was evaluated. To
this end, theHCRwasmonitored in time directly after adding 10
nM input to a preincubated mixture containing various
concentrations of BTA polymer composed of 10% BTA-DNA,
50 nM H1, and 200 nM H2. A large excess of H2 was added to
make sure that the opening of H2 by H1 is not rate limiting.
Figure 4b shows that in absence of the polymer scaffold theHCR
is slow, resulting in a yield of only 30% after 3 h incubation. In
the presence of sufficiently high concentrations of supra-
molecular polymer, the HCR is strongly accelerated and reaches
full conversion within 1 h. Both the rate and the final yield of the
BTA templated HCR are clearly dependent on the concen-
tration of supramolecular polymer. Similar to the supra-
molecular polymer templated multi-input AND gates, this can
be explained by a trade-off between a sufficiently large polymer
surface to accommodate all HCR products and the inversely
correlated effective concentration of the HCR reactants
recruited to the supramolecular polymer, with an optimal BTA
concentration of 5 μM. Similar to the CHA reaction, optimal
performance of the HCR reaction was observed using 5−10%
BTA-DNA, with higher BTA-DNA to BTA ratios resulting in
lower yields (Figure S7).
Having determined the optimal polymer concentration, next

the concentration of input oligonucleotide was varied using a
preincubated mixture containing 5 μMBTA polymer composed
of 10% BTA-DNA, 50 nMH1, and 200 nMH2 (Figure 4c). No
product is formed in the absence of input, confirming the
stability of both hairpins and the absence of background
activation. Upon the addition of increasing amounts of input, a
clear increase in reaction yield is observed. Notably, when the
input concentration exceeds 10 nM, the final emission ratio
decreases. This effect is due to the formation of increasing
amounts of smaller HCR products of which the donor of the
initial H1 in the assembly is not neighboring an acceptor
fluorophore. Interestingly, at low input concentrations (<10
nM), the final yield of the HCR is dependent on the input
concentration. As the input concentrations should only
determine the amount and the inversely correlated length of
the assembled product, this result is counterintuitive. This input
dependency could originate from two phenomena. First,

malformed hairpins resulting from spurious synthesis errors
and/or misfolding could act as chain stoppers that terminate the
growth of the assembly. These effects become more dominant
when less, but larger assemblies are formed.53,54 Second, when
templated by the BTA polymer, the length of the HCR assembly
could be dictated by the length and/or structural characteristics
of the polymer scaffold itself. In other words, at low input
concentrations the amount of input may not be sufficient to
trigger the HCR on all polymer fibers.
To study the dependency of the HCR reaction on the input

concentration in more detail, the reaction products from the
experiments shown in Figure 4c were analyzed using super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy. Initial attempts to immo-
bilize the supramolecular assemblies on a glass substrate via
physical adsorption resulted in high background signals due to
nonspecific adsorption of H2. To avoid this background
binding, the glass substrate was passivated by coating with
BSA-biotin conjugates, subsequently allowing the coverslip to be
functionalized with the antihandle sequence by sequentially
flowing streptavidin and the biotin-functionalized antihandle
sequence in the flow-chamber (Figure S8). The BTA polymers
decorated with the assembled HCR products could thus be
selectively recruited to the coverslip surface via vacant BTA-
DNA monomers present in the supramolecular polymer. As H1
is hybridized to the supramolecular polymer both in the absence
and presence of the HCR, we used the Cy3 channel to image the
BTA polymer backbone. Figure 4d shows the Cy3 channel of
BTA polymers with the HCR triggered by different concen-
trations of input imaged by total internal reflection microscopy
(TIRF). Micrometer-long fibrous structures are clearly resolved
with little background signal, irrespective whether the HCR is
triggered, showing that immobilized BTA polymers on the
coverslip retain their overall polymeric morphology. Next, to
visualize the formed HCR products at high resolution, the Cy5
channel (i.e., H2 in HCR product) was imaged using stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). Figure 4e shows
the STORM analysis of the same region of interest as shown in
Figure 4d. In absence of input, no Cy5 localizations are
observed, confirming that no HCR products are formed. When
initiated by the input oligonucleotide, fibrous structures are
resolved that superimpose with the BTA polymer observed in
the Cy3 channel, which confirms that the HCR reaction is
indeed templated by the supramolecular BTA polymer. To
determine whether the length of the HCR products is physically
limited by the length of the supramolecular polymer template,
the STORM images were analyzed using a previously reported
custom-made Matlab script.40 This script traces individual BTA
polymer backbones and subsequently determines the density of
Cy5 localizations along the polymer scaffold. Figure 4f−i shows
the traced polymer backbone and corresponding density of Cy5
localizations along the polymer for the boxed fibers in Figure 4e,
initiated by 1 or 5 nM input, respectively. When initiated by 1
nM input, the fiber contains multiple, individual clusters of
localizations of ∼250 nm in length. When the HCR is initiated
by 5 nM input, the Cy5 fluorescence becomes continuous along
the entire fiber and individual clusters can no longer be observed
(Figure 4h,i). Finally, analysis of multiple fibers reveals a clear
increase in the number of localizations per μm fiber at increasing
input concentrations, up to an input concentration of 5 nM
(Figure 4j). In conclusion, the observation of short clusters
when triggered by low concentrations of input suggests that the
length of the HCR products is not physically limited by the
length of the supramolecular polymers. The input dependency
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may therefore be due to the presence of a minor portion of
malformed hairpins that terminate the growth of the assembly or
the presence of assembly defects in the supramolecular polymer
that result in kinetically trapped HCR assemblies.

■ CONCLUSION
In this work, we established the use of DNA-decorated
supramolecular polymers as an attractive scaffold for DNA-
based molecular computing. Recruitment of DNA reagents on
the BTA polymer resulted in a large increase of effective
concentration, which accelerated strand displacement reactions
by 2 orders of magnitude. In addition to this kinetic effect,
stabilization of the reaction products by multivalent interactions
with the supramolecular polymer also increased the thermody-
namic driving force for strand exchange reactions. The general
applicability of the BTA-DNA scaffold to increase the speed and
efficiency of DNA-based computing was demonstrated for
multi-input AND gates and two well-established signal
amplification strategies, CHA and HCR. The implementation
of the supramolecular BTA polymer platform only required the
elongation of DNA reactants with a complementary antihandle
sequence, without any further sequence optimization. It is
important to realize that, in contrast to recruitment on DNA
origami templates, the DNA components are not sequentially
aligned on the scaffold, but will be randomly recruited on the
scaffold. Our finding that DNA computing is nonetheless
efficiently templated, can be explained by the fact that the
interaction between the handle (x′) and the antihandle strand
(x) is highly dynamic and readily reversible with a predicted
dissociation rate of ∼1 s−1.55 This dynamic recruitment is thus
essential for the effectiveness of the system, as it allows
enhancement of the effective rates by increasing the effective
local concentration of the DNA components, without having to
“program” the exact order of the different DNA components on
the scaffold. The supramolecular nature of the BTA polymer
allowed the scaffold composition to be easily optimized for each
application, making our approach also applicable to other DNA-
based computing system that are based on freely diffusing
oligonucleotide reactants. In the present system, exchange of
BTA monomers is relatively slow (2−3 h), and the exchange of
DNA reactants is therefore determined by rapid association and
dissociation of the 10 nucleotide antihandle on the BTA-DNA
backbone. Increasing the monomer exchange rates may allow
the system to adapt the local density of DNA-handle strands
during DNA computation, which might increase the ability of
the system to cope with assembly defects.41

Performing isothermal amplification reactions such as CHA
and HCR on BTA polymers may have other advantages besides
increasing their speed. E.g., so far catalytic hairpin assembly has
not been applied for signal amplification in single-molecule
imaging, because the generated fluorescence diffuses away from
the analyte. However, when templated the activated reporter is
anchored to the supramolecular polymer and the fluorescent
signal remains associated with the target. In this manner, CHA
could be used as an alternative to HCR for the amplification of
immunosignals both in immune-assays and in antibody-
mediated fluorescence imaging.52 In this study, we employed
well-established, classical designs for both the CHA and HCR
reactions, but further rate enhancements can probably be
achieved by adopting new and improved sequence designs.56

Optimization of the hairpin sequences specifically for templated
reactions may further increase the amplification speed, in
particular for the CHA reaction. The CHA system used in this

study contained an 8 nucleotide long toehold for the catalyst
binding to H1, which may have slowed-down release of the
catalyst from the intermediate ternary complex and thus limited
the turnover number of the CHA. The templated CHA reaction
could thus be further optimized by changing the size of this
toehold or by tuning the affinity between the catalyst antihandle
and the BTA-DNA handle to ensure efficient recruitment of the
catalyst to the polymer, while also allowing rapid dissociation
from the intermediate complex.
In addition to their application in signal amplification, DNA-

functionalized BTA polymers may also be used to construct
autonomous systems that are able to detect external inputs and
release molecular cargo, controlled by templated DNA-based
molecular circuits. In these applications, the BTA-DNA scaffold
would not only enhance the computational speed but also act to
confine and efficiently integrate various DNA-based modules
developed for signal detection, signal processing and ligand
release.57−59 Many applications of such systems can be
envisioned, including the development of responsive biomate-
rials and smart drug delivery systems. Moreover, because the
BTA polymer has already been demonstrated to efficiently
transfect RNA into cells,60 BTA-DNA-confined systems could
be integrated with intracellular signaling pathways and
programmed to interact with and control endogenous RNA
and protein activities.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Reagents. Solvents and reagents were purchased

from commercial sources and used without further purification. The
alkyne functionalized handle oligonucleotide was purchased from Base
Click GmbH. All other oligonucleotides were obtained HPLC purified
from Integrated DNA Technologies and dissolved upon arrival in TE
buffer (10 mMTris−HCl, 1 mM EDTA at pH 8.0). The concentration
was determined by UV−vis and the extinction coefficients specified by
the manufacturer, after which the oligonucleotides were further diluted
to a stock concentration of 50 μM and stored at −30 °C.

The handle-functionalized BTA monomer (BTA-DNA) was
synthesized as described previously.38 The supramolecular polymers
were assembled by drying an appropriate amount of BTA-3OH in a
glass vial under vacuum. Subsequently, an appropriate amount of BTA-
DNA dissolved in water was added and the solution was stirred for 15
min at 80 °C. Finally, the solutions were vortexed for 15 s and allowed
to equilibrate at room temperature overnight.

Assembly of DNA-Circuit Components. All multi-input AND
gates were assembled by mixing 2.5 μM of fluorescent base strand with
3 μM of all blocking strands in TAE/Mg2+ (40 mM Tris−HCl, 20 mM
acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mMmagnesium acetate at pH 8.0.) and
annealed from 90 to 15 °C in 1 h. Similarly, complex X for the strand
displacement and strand exchange reactions was obtained by annealing
2.5 μM of both strands in TAE/Mg2+ from 90 to 15 °C in 1 h. All
hairpin forming oligonucleotides for the HCR and CHAwere diluted in
TAE/Mg2+ to a final concentration of 2.5 μM and annealed from 90 to
15 °C in 1 h. From these stock solutions, fresh dilutions were made in
TAE/Mg2+ supplemented with 1 mg mL−1 BSA or TNaK buffer (20
mM Tris−HCl, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl at pH 7.5) supplemented
with 1 mg mL−1 BSA.

Fluorescence Kinetics Characterization. All kinetic experiments
were performed in a 384 well plate with a final volume of 50 μL and
measured with a Tecan infinite 500 plate reader equilibrated at 25 °C
(or 37 °C for CHA). The strand displacement reactions were measured
at 30 s intervals with a fixed gain and λex = 485 nm and λem = 520 nm.
The obtained fluorescence intensities were normalized to concen-
tration of displaced output using a calibration curve where various
amounts of fully complementary input were incubated with 20 nM
complex X, showing a linear correlation between generated
fluorescence and input concentration (Supporting Information). The
multi-input AND gates were measured at 5 min intervals with a fixed
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gain and λex = 485 nm and λem = 520 nm. Control experiments for the 4-
input AND gate were done by leaving out one of the four input strands.
The CHA was measured at 1 min intervals with λex = 485 nm and λem =
520 nm. In addition to the control without BTA, a second control was
done using 5 μM inert BTA polymer and 500 nM nonconjugated
handle. HCR was monitored by measuring the ratio of the Cy5 (λem,Cy5
= 670 nm) and Cy3 (λem,Cy3 = 590 nm) emissions while exciting at λex =
535 nm.
Super Resolution Microscopy. The flow chamber for fluores-

cence microscopy was prepared similar to previous reports for super
resolution imaging of DNA origami structures.61 In short, a flow
chamber was constructed by adhering a glass microscope coverslip
(Menzel-Glas̈er, no. 21 × 26 mm) to a glass slide separated by double-
sided tape. Next, 25 μL of 0.5 mg mL−1 BSA-biotin (Thermo Fisher) in
buffer A (10mMTris−HCl, 100mMNaCl, and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20
at pH 8.0) was flown in the chamber and incubated for 5 min.
Subsequently, the flow chamber was washed with 40 μL buffer A and 25
μL of a 0.5 mgmL−1 streptavidin (in buffer A) was added and incubated
for 2 min. After washing with buffer A and buffer B (5 mM Tris−HCl,
10mMMgCl2, 1 mMEDTA, and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20 at pH 8.0), 25
μL of a 100 nM antihandle-biotin solution in buffer A was flown in the
chamber and incubated for 2 min. Finally, after washing with 40 μL
buffer A and 40 μL buffer B, 25 μL sample was flown in the chamber and
incubated for 2 min. Before TIRF and STORM analysis, the flow
chamber was washed with 40 μL of imaging buffer (50 mM Tris−HCl
pH 7.0, and oxygen scavenging system (0.5 mg mL−1 glucose oxidase,
50 μg mL−1 catalase), 10% (w/vol) glucose, and 10 mM 2-
aminoethanethiol). STORM and TIRF images were acquired with a
Nikon N-STORM system. Cy3 and Cy5 were excited using a 561 and
647 nm laser, respectively. Fluorescence was collected by means of a
Nikon x100, 1.4NA oil immersion objective and passed through a quad-
band-pass dichroic filter (97335 Nikon). Images were recorded with an
EMCCD camera (ixon3, Andor, pixel size 0.165 μm). The movies were
subsequently analyzed with the STORM module of the NIS element
Nikon software. The localizations generated by the Nikon software
were subsequently analyzed using a previously described custom-made
Matlab script.40
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